


NCPA Submission Narrative 

The below narrative is submitted in the same order and format as the written RFP for ease of review and 
consistency. 

Pricing (40 points)   

Price List is included as an appendix titled “NCPA Pricing Letter” 

Ability to Provide and Perform the Required Services for the Contract (25 points)- OTIS/VPD/iBlocks 
• Deliverables contemplated as part of the Teq submission

• Virtual Professional Development – half- day or full day options
• OTIS for educators – 1 year subscription
• iBlocks –

o 5 Framework booklets + digital PDF
o 5 Teacher Guides + digital PDF
o 5 Lesson Plan booklets + digital PDF
o 30 Student Workbooks + digital PDF
o 30 Student Self-Assessment Rubric booklets + digital PDF

• Vendor’s ability to perform towards above requirements and desired specifications.

Teq’s team of Professional Development (PD) Specialists and Curriculum Specialists, all full-time employees, 
consist of 11 state-certified educators who are former and current classroom teachers and are highly 
experienced experts in areas of ELA, math, science, social studies, STEM/STEAM; robotics, coding; special 
education, and English as a new language for grades K-12. They are prepared to address the needs of diverse 
community groups with creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration. Combined, they have a 
total of over 125 years of education experience, hold licensure in 4 states, and have taught in a wide variety of 
educational settings, including but not limited to: students with IEPs and exceptionalities; high poverty 
schools/districts; female students; and African American, Latino, and Native students. While most possess 
licensure in New York, others are certified in states such as Washington (WA), Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. 
Additionally, Teq also has bilingual PD Specialists.  

Teq will expand educators’ content knowledge as well as help them develop the skills necessary to provide 
developmentally appropriate instructional strategies and assess student progress. Our research-based strategies 
will provide educators with opportunities to analyze, apply, and engage in research. Our PD is designed to ensure 
that educators have the opportunity to collaborate to improve instruction and student outcomes in a respectful 
and trusting environment. PD from Teq focuses on assisting educators in creating safe, secure, supportive, and 
equitable learning environments for all students. We also create opportunities for teachers to build community 
engagement, and collaborate with parents, families, and other community members to be active partners in 
each child’s education.  Teq uses disaggregated student data and other evidence of student learning to 
determine PD learning needs and priorities, monitor student progress, and to help sustain continuous 
professional growth. Teq’s goal is to promote technological literacy and facilitate the effective use of all 
appropriate technology while using multiple sources of information to evaluate its effectiveness in improving 
professional practice and student learning. Teq aims to meet the needs of all students, including English language 
learners/multilingual learners, and students with disabilities.    



Teq’s Professional Development (PD) Department offers a full spectrum of training, coaching, mentoring and 
instructional support services through virtual professional development.  As a result of having a large and highly 
competent team, Teq is positioned to provide service when needed or requested. As full-time employees of Teq, 
these subject matter experts are highly knowledgeable and skilled in theory, principles, and pedagogy for 
teaching and fostering student learning using constructivist principles in interactive classrooms. Teq’s PD 
Specialists and Curriculum Specialists also participate in continuous professional development of their own in 
order to stay abreast of the most updated trends and innovations in education. Some of their recent PD trainings 
include: Mastery of Teaching to 21st Century Skills; College Readiness; Danielson Framework; Robotics and 
Coding; Project-Based Learning (Bucks Institute Rubric); ELA/Literacy and Mathematics State and Common Core 
Standards; and the PARCC assessments. Each possess expertise in delivering various formats of engaging PD 
including: working with urban and suburban novice and veteran teachers and administrators; assisting public, 
parochial, and private schools; conducting live online PD and webinar presentations; delivering and modeling 
classroom embedded lessons and workshops; and collaborative planning.   

Teq offers a blended learning approach so that educators have access to synchronous and asynchronous 
professional development with OTIS for educators, Teq’s online professional development, along with onsite 
professional development and mentoring.  OTIS is an effective tool for providing high-quality, standards-based, 
technology-infused professional development in the areas of computer science, engineering and educational 
technology. OTIS is a robust learning management system that houses over 800 PD courses aligned to state and 
national standards.  Teq’s Curriculum Specialists and Professional Development Specialists who design and 
deliver our PD courses utilize disaggregated student data and other evidence of student learning provided by 
the school/district to determine PD learning needs and priorities, monitor progress, and to help sustain 
continuous professional growth. As state-certified educators and former classroom teachers, Teq’s Curriculum 
Specialists and PD Specialists will provide a unique blend of experienced service, innovative classroom strategies, 
and incomparable assistance and support for all subjects and grade levels, while fostering passion and creativity 
in the 21st century learning environment. Teq’s PD model provides teachers with individualized learning plans 
and the tools needed to personalize effective implementation of their CS and STEM programs. This is 
accomplished by coupling desired outcomes with an evaluation or estimation of staff skill sets and core 
competencies.  

Teq’s iBlocks provide hands-on experiences that are essential to authentic learning. With iBlocks, students direct 
their own learning through inquiry, trial and error, and iteration, while teachers guide the process. Teq believes 
that education should be personal and meaningful, that time is precious, and that the future starts now. iBlocks 
were engineered to save teachers time with little planning needed by providing materials, standards-alignment, 
and even implementation guidance and tips. With iBlocks, students will prepare for the careers of tomorrow by 
building essential transdisciplinary skills like collaboration, critical thinking, perseverance, creativity, and more. 
Teq’s curriculum team has written approximately 13,000 hours' worth of curricula and hold certifications in 
special/exceptional education, early childhood, elementary ed, social studies, ELA, math, technology, science, 
and computer science. Each team member is committed to lifelong learning and continued education, and as a 
result, hold multiple certifications from Google Education, SMART, Microsoft, Adobe, Wakelet, etc. iBlocks are 
born from Teq’s experience as educators, as well as ongoing conversations with educators and administrators.   



• Organizational Chart

• Chrissy Rebert-Long- VP of Global Instructional Solutions
• Matthew Thaxter – Director of e-Learning
• Robert Abraham – Professional Development Specialist/PD Account Manager
• Greg DaSilva – Professional Development Specialist
• Diomedes Gonzalez – Professional Development Specialist
• Terry VanNoy – Professional Development Specialist
• Cori Frede- Product Field Specialist
• Michelle Hollander- Director of Curriculum and Content
• Emma Foley – Senior Curriculum Specialist
• Caylie Lehrer – Curriculum Specialist
• Nicole Rave – Curriculum Specialist
• Adam Fragale- Curriculum Specialist
• Lindsay Merrow- Curriculum Specialist

• Past Cooperative Program Performance

Teq has not previously contracted with NCPA, so we do not have a history of performance. Teq has been 
partnering with different cooperatives for decades including BOCES throughout NYS, IUs in Pennsylvania, 
PEPPM, Ed-Data, ESCNJ in NJ to name a few. 

References and Experience (20 points) 
• A minimum of ten (10) customer references for product and/or services of similar scope
dating within past 3 years



• Respondent Reputation in marketplace

The quality of Teq’s professional development is reflected in the satisfaction and quantity of our customers, and 
the long-standing relationships we have developed over the past 50 years. With over 98% Customer Satisfaction 
(CSAT) Ratings for our onsite, virtual, and online professional development, we have become a trusted partner 
invited to work in classrooms side-by-side with students and staff, in workshops with parents, and in professional 
development experiences with teachers and administrators. We have also planned with Facilities Managers and 
Technology Coordinators to ensure quality in not only the technical implementation, but also in the instructional 
execution of the technology we provide.    

• Past Experience working with public sector

Teq, founded in 1972, is a well-established, reputable, education partner and the nation’s largest provider of 
interactive classroom technology and support resources and services, including a comprehensive professional 
development and training division offering a wide range of programs. Teq has more than 150 employees and is 
located at 7 Norden Lane, Huntington Station, NY, with representatives in NY/NJ/MA/PA/FL/VA/TN/OH/IL.   

• Exhibited understanding of cooperative purchasing

Teq has always worked with cooperative purchasing agencies to ensure that districts & schools get the best value 
for their money. Many of our engagements require not just low pricing, but specific value added services. We 
hold statewide and regional agreements with BOCES throughout NYS which cover the purchase of hardware, 
software, and services. These agreements also require that Teq provide professional development to end-users 
so that they can effectively use those items in the classroom.  

We also hold current agreements with PEPPM, IUs in Pennsylvania, MASSCUE in Massachusetts, and ESCNJ in 
New Jersey (in partnership with CDWG). Finally, we are in the process of negotiating additional agreements with 
several RESAs in Georgia, and cooperatives in Ohio.  

Value Added Products/Services Description, (8 points) 
• Additional Products/Services related to the scope of RFP

The professional development and project based learning solutions proposed are usually the value adds 
associated with larger hardware implementations. As a result, there are no additional value adds to these 
products, as they are comprehensive in their nature and related to the implementation of other products and 
initiatives. 

• Minority and Women Business Enterprise (MWBE) and (HUB) Participation

Teq is not a MWBE or HUB organization. The items proposed are Teq products, so we have no MWBE or HUB 
partners involved in this proposal. 



• Customer Service

Teachers, instructional support staff, and school leaders will also have access to a feature unique only to Teq 
called Ask OTIS. The Ask OTIS feature will provide teachers and school leaders with the ability to ask and 
receive live Professional Development assistance and support in real time in three modalities:  

1. Email – Teachers and school leaders can email the PD question or concerns to our PD staff who will respond
within 24 hours.
2. Text Chat – Teachers and school leaders can communicate instantly with one of our PD Specialists via a Text
Chat session
3. Schedule a Call – Teachers and school leaders can request a return phone call for one of our PD Specialists
on a specific date and time.

Teq provides progress made toward achieving PD goals, by reviewing the analytics provided on the OTIS for 
educators platform and the evaluation of the effects and process Professional Development to ensure that 
services provided positively impact the learner’s pedagogy and continue to advance the educators’ skill sets. Pre 
and post professional development surveys conducted determine participants’ current skill level and aptitude. 
Teq examines how participants react to professional development activities; what they say that they’ve learned; 
changes made in their perspective, behavior, and attitudes; and the effects of their applied learning from the 
training in curriculum development. Formative assessments are conducted during training sessions and with 
observations and small focus group questions and open discussions, and the use of an on-line system survey 
solicits and yields easily accessible feedback from trained staff for collection and analysis of survey data.    

Technology for Supporting the Program (7 points) 

• Electronic on-line catalog, order entry use by and suitability for the entity’s needs

Online PD Catalog and OTIS courses 
• OTIS for educators!: https://onlinepd.teq.com/courses
• iBlocks Pathways: https://iblocks.com/iblocks-ideas/
• Onsite/virtual PD: https://www.teq.com/pdf/PD catalog-2022-v2-SM.pdf

Teq does not currently maintain an online ordering portal for these items. These items are often custom in 
nature with separate SOWs for each engagement and do not lend themselves to online procurement.  

Tab 1: Master Agreement  
Tab 2: NCPA ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT-  
Tab 3: Vendor Questionnaire   
Tab 4: Vendor Profile  

• Official Registered Name: Tequipment, Inc.
• D&B Number: 037056934
• Organizational Chart:

• Corporate Office Location: 7 Norden Lane Huntington Station NY, 11746 (877) 455-9369
o Teq operates out of this location with representatives located throughout the U.S.
and a sales/support team that works virtually from our headquarters location in NY



o Our key contacts are all at the above address and phone number and are:
 Damian Scarfo, CEO,  damianscarfo@teq.com
 Chrissy Rebert, VP of Global Instructional Solutions, chrissyrebert@teq.com
 John Skidmore, Director of National Strategy, johnskidmore@teq.com
 Brian Beedenbender, VP of Sales, brianbeedenbender@teq.com
 Michelle Hollander, Director of Content & Curriculum,
michellehollander@teq.com

• Define your standard terms of payment
o Net 30

• Who is your competition in the marketplace?
o Our competition is broken down below for each of the products we are offering:

• What differentiates your company from competitors?
Teq has always delivered excellent service to our customers by avoiding the use of sub-contractors and outside 
services that we cannot control. The items included in this bid are all home-grown products/services that Teq 
created in response to market demand. With an intense focus on the K12 vertical, our services are tailored 
towards the adapting needs of K12 schools.  
Our OTIS platform is not just focused on how to do something, it is focused on what you can do with it. Many 
of our online learning competitors are focused on showing a teacher how something works. We have those 
courses, but the bulk of our efforts are focused on showing teachers ways they can incorporate tools into their 
everyday instructional practice; how to change teaching strategies to increase engagement, and subject 
specific tutorials for innovative technology usage. OTIS also has an on-demand component; AskOTIS, which 
allows teachers to request live instructional support from certified teachers.   
IBlocks is a simpler introduction of project-based learning strategies than competitors in the market. It is not 
a subscription, it does not require intense teacher training, and it is at a far lower cost than some of the more 
expensive competitors. The goal of an iBlock is not to take over what is being taught or become the program; 
it is designed to be incorporated into a school’s existing program. IBlocks are also focused on student self-
assessment as opposed to formal tests.  

• Describe how your company will market this contract if awarded



o Teq maintains its own internal marketing team that utilizes advertisements in trade
publications, email campaigns, trade show attendance, AI marketing tools to discover
demand, and collaborative marketing with our vendor partners.
o If awarded, Teq intends to include the NCPA designation on its collateral and
electronic resources as well as on our quotes to customers as an option for a purchasing
vehicle.

• Describe how you intend to introduce NCPA to your company
o Whenever Teq is awarded a new company, we go through a training process with all
impacted departments. The steps would be:
o Purchasing/Pricing - Training for the team on contract terms and creation of an NCPA
price book within our system. This pricebook would be tagged to all eligible business
partners and outline the process for accepting orders.
o Sales – Introduce the bid and the benefits to your customers of using the bid. Update
all internal price books and documentation to include NCPA as an option. We would also
update standardized quote templates to include NCPA as a purchasing vehicle.
o Client Services – Provide training on the processing and reporting requirements of the
bid. Ensure that all reps have knowledge of the bid, include the key points of contact at
NCPA in internal documentation, and provide a documented escalation path for issues.

• Describe your firm’s capabilities and functionality of your on-line catalog/ordering website
o The items being bid on this contract are customized services, so they do not easily
lend themselves to an online procurement system. Teq does not maintain an e-
procurement site. Our K12 customers work through a purchase order process in almost
all cases.
o Teq does intend to name CDWG as an agent to this contract, so we would be able to
leverage their e-procurement system (www.cdwg.com) for any standardized services
purchased through this vehicle.

• Describe your company’s Customer Service Department
o Teq’s client services department is available M-F 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST. They are in our
NY headquarters.
o For the OTIS component of this bid, live instructional support is avaliable to customers 
M-F 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST. This support is intended to assist customers with questions on ed-
tech or inquiries for instructional resources.
o All OTIS customers have a once a month call with our customer success team to ensure 
positive usage of the platform, alignment of district needs with courses available, create
playlists, and onboard new users.
o None of the items included in this submission are hardware items, so there should not
be a need for technical support calls/warranty replacements.

• Green Initiatives
o Teq recently completed a green update of our 45,000 sq. Ft headquarters in NY. This
included upgrades to all energy efficient lighting, consolidation of our server room to
reduce cooling needs, replacement of our roof, and the addition of a 300 kW solar array
that offsets approximately 85% of our annual electricity needs.
o We also recently retrofitted our fleet of installation vehicles from older vans to brand
new hybrid vehicles that dramatically reduce our fuel consumption and carbon footprint.
o A comprehensive sustainability report is included in our submission

• Anti-Discrimination Policy
o Attached to submission

• Vendor Certifications



o The products and services supplied on this bid are all Teq manufactured products, so
no additional certification or registrations exist.
o Seven states provide a state-level certification for professional development to
qualify for teacher continuing education requirements. Those states are
NY/MA/PA/TX/IL/MT/NV. Copies of those certifications are included herein.

Tab 5: Products and Services 
• A library of content that educators can design or enhance curriculum
• Curriculum for S.T.E.M. as well as Literacy, Economics, Social Studies, IT, and Geography
• Please also inform if you have solutions for regular ed as well as education solutions for
students with special needs
• Customizable reporting options
• With all solutions, please outline how the resources you provide improves the experience for
the student and the instructor. Examples of student & teacher successes based off your solutions
will be appreciated

Teq has a library of professional development content that educators can use to design or enhance their 
curriculum. OTIS for educators houses over 850 courses in over 50 categories, as well as library of shorter “how-
to” videos for major platforms and products, including Google, Microsoft, Apple, Canvas, and Schoology. In 
addition to these sessions, micro-credentials offer scaffolded instruction along with personalized feedback to 
aid the successful implementation of popular classroom tools. Each week, Teq also hosts live sessions where 
participants can join and converse through the platform’s chat feature. Further, education resources are offered 
for free download across a variety of subject areas and grade levels. These resources include lessons/ activities, 
planning templates, game templates, and even graphic organizers.   
Detailed Analytics; Utilization Reports; and Playlist Creation are all part and parcel of OTIS for educators. Teq’s 
Online PD Platform also provides teachers and school leaders with the opportunity to fully customize their PD 
learning experience. The “My Dashboard” feature allows the participants to view and track the Courses 
Registered for; Progress toward Course Completion; Achievements; Favorite Courses; Playlists; and Account 
Information. The Administrative Features allows the school administrator to Create Course Playlists; Monitor 
Teacher Progress toward achieving PD goals; and to View and Track School or District Analytics on how their 
teachers are using the Online PD Platform.  
Teq will also assist the schools with the successful implementation and deployment of the Online PD Platform. 
To this end, a dedicated PD Specialist will be assigned to Register Users; Identify appropriate content that meets 
technology initiatives; and Create custom playlists that will be automatically inserted into the participant’s 
“Playlist”. Throughout the life of the subscription, the PD Specialist will conduct monthly meetings with the 
school administrator to Review Teacher Utilization; Highlight Upcoming Courses; Discuss Teacher Satisfaction 
Ratings; Demonstrate New Features; and to Gather Feedback for Improving Performance.  
Our positive Customer Satisfaction (CSAT) results provide evidence of our overall program’s success. In the past 
decade, Teq has conducted more than 25,000 professional development training sessions for more than 250,000 
teachers and administrators. Our post PD session evaluations show a 98% CSAT rating for our professional 
development services.   
Project-based learning pathways are fundamental to Teq’s iBlocks. These instructional Blocks provide the tools 
necessary to implement student-led, teacher-guided projects that promote student skill-building in topics, such 
as STEM, literacy, economics, social studies, IT, and even geography.  iBlocks are designed to strengthen 
students’ problem solving & future-ready skills through a sequence of lessons and activities that culminate in a 



capstone project, such as creating a financial plan in the Financial Literacy iBlock or constructing a redesigned 
model of a Native home in “Exploring Native American Culture”.   
Teq provides these solutions both for regular ed, as well as education solutions for students with special 
needs.  Several members of the team have special ed certifications, and iBlocks were developed with the 
Universal Design for Learning Framework, and thus optimize teaching for all students, including those with 
exceptional needs and English Language Learners.      
Each of these solutions improves the experience for both the student and instructor. In iBlocks, for example, 
students are given voice and choice throughout the process, thus providing students with a sense of ownership 
and excitement, while teachers are saved over 145 hours of lesson planning, resource curation, and more. 
Reporting options are also customizable. Instructors are provided with informal and formative assessment 
options, and students are provided with self-assessment rubrics that are completed at the end of each module 
to help strengthen skill-building and engagement.    
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aid the successful implementation of popular classroom tools. Each week, Teq also hosts live sessions where 
participants can join and converse through the platform’s chat feature. Further, education resources are offered 
for free download across a variety of subject areas and grade levels. These resources include lessons/ activities, 
planning templates, game templates, and even graphic organizers.   

Detailed Analytics; Utilization Reports; and Playlist Creation are all part and parcel of OTIS for educators. Teq’s 
Online PD Platform also provides teachers and school leaders with the opportunity to fully customize their PD 
learning experience. The “My Dashboard” feature allows the participants to view and track the Courses 
Registered for; Progress toward Course Completion; Achievements; Favorite Courses; Playlists; and Account 
Information. The Administrative Features allows the school administrator to Create Course Playlists; Monitor 
Teacher Progress toward achieving PD goals; and to View and Track School or District Analytics on how their 
teachers are using the Online PD Platform.  

Teq will also assist the schools with the successful implementation and deployment of the Online PD Platform. 
To this end, a dedicated PD Specialist will be assigned to Register Users; Identify appropriate content that meets 
technology initiatives; and Create custom playlists that will be automatically inserted into the participant’s 
“Playlist”. Throughout the life of the subscription, the PD Specialist will conduct monthly meetings with the 
school administrator to Review Teacher Utilization; Highlight Upcoming Courses; Discuss Teacher Satisfaction 
Ratings; Demonstrate New Features; and to Gather Feedback for Improving Performance.  

Our positive Customer Satisfaction (CSAT) results provide evidence of our overall program’s success. In the past 
decade, Teq has conducted more than 25,000 professional development training sessions for more than 250,000 
teachers and administrators. Our post PD session evaluations show a 98% CSAT rating for our professional 
development services.   

Project-based learning pathways are fundamental to Teq’s iBlocks. These instructional Blocks provide the tools 
necessary to implement student-led, teacher-guided projects that promote student skill-building in topics, such 
as STEM, literacy, economics, social studies, IT, and even geography.  iBlocks are designed to strengthen 
students’ problem solving & future-ready skills through a sequence of lessons and activities that culminate in a 
capstone project, such as creating a financial plan in the Financial Literacy iBlock or constructing a redesigned 
model of a Native home in “Exploring Native American Culture”.   



Teq provides these solutions both for regular ed, as well as education solutions for students with special 
needs.  Several members of the team have special ed certifications, and iBlocks were developed with the 
Universal Design for Learning Framework, and thus optimize teaching for all students, including those with 
exceptional needs and English Language Learners.    

Each of these solutions improves the experience for both the student and instructor. In iBlocks, for example, 
students are given voice and choice throughout the process, thus providing students with a sense of ownership 
and excitement, while teachers are saved over 145 hours of lesson planning, resource curation, and more. 
Reporting options are also customizable. Instructors are provided with informal and formative assessment 
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BRANDYWINE SCHOOL DISTRICT
1311 Brandywine Boulevard 302-793-5000
Wilmington, DE  19809-2306 brandywineschools.org

LINCOLN HOHLER JOHN A. SKROBOT, III JASON HELLER
Superintendent President, Board of Education Vice President, Board of Education

November 15, 2022

When I first started as the Coordinator of Instructional Technology for the Brandywine School District (BSD), I was
looking for more opportunities to offer asynchronous professional development focused on our top edTech tools like
Schoology and the Google Suite. I worked closely with the OTIS team to create a Blended Learning Playlist utilizing their
ready-to-go courses. We received so much positive feedback from our staff about the flexibility and choice available
through OTIS. Our teachers were able to find on-demand professional development that was aligned to their specific needs
and skill level.

It was so effective that we decided to add our own content with recordings from our virtual BSD Learning Summit. Last
school year, I partnered with Michelle Vazquez to create courses that would allow our teachers to access our virtual event
even if they were unable to attend the live sessions. Ms. Vazquez also helped us to upload the videos along with the
presentations and resources for each course. This enabled our teachers to fully engage in asynchronous learning. She also
designed a quiz that we could use as an assurance so that our staff could earn a certificate to be used as documentation for
professional development hours.

As a result, we saw a significant increase in courses completed on OTIS with our content becoming some of the most
popular courses selected by our staff. Additionally, we were better able to monitor teachers’ continued growth and
knowledge of our instructional technology resources and identify more professional development opportunities for this
school year. I really appreciated the time that Ms. Vazquez spent working with our team and helping us to build the
courses from our learning summit. Her responsiveness and willingness to jump in on any project ensured that we were
able to meet our professional development goals.

This year, I have the pleasure to work with Lisa Renn, our new Customer Success Advocate. She connected us with the
Content and Curriculum team so that we could share some ideas for courses that we would like to offer to our staff. We
worked with the team to curate a Blended Learning for Early Childhood (PK-2) Playlist for our Pre-K programs and
elementary schools. When I shared that our K-2 teachers use the Schoology Elementary Experience, the OTIS team
immediately jumped at the opportunity to partner with us to create a new course for our teachers.

I am excited about our path forward as we plan to feature some of the new OTIS content as an asynchronous option for
our next BSD Learning Summit in March. Ms. Renn is currently working with us to update our Schoology and Google
Suite playlists, and we are hoping to add some more courses created by our BSD staff. We’re truly looking forward to our
growing partnership with the OTIS for Educators team!

Sincerely,

Bonnie Yurkanin BSD Tech
Coordinator of Instructional Technology Innovators
Brandywine School District 2021-22

It is the directive of the Board of Education that the Brandywine School District shall not discriminate in its employment practices or its educational programs and activities for students on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, disability, age, veteran status or other legally protected characteristic. All policies, regulations and practices of the District shall be guided by this

directive.
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Meriden Public Schools believes that when our teachers learn, our students learn. 
Just as our students have various interests and entry points when learning 
content, so do our teachers. As a district, we try to meet teachers' diverse 
professional development needs. However, staff needs vary by roles, grade levels, 
and content, scheduling a convenient time is only sometimes possible, and 
addressing the various entry points of adult learners does not always happen. 

Teq provided professional development options for teachers to participate in the 
needed professional learning using OTIS for Educators! Beginning summer of 
2022, Meriden teachers selected personalized learning to develop and enhance 
their skills in educator topics. The online platform allowed teachers to join a live 
workshop or select sessions from the course library at a day and time that works 
best with their schedule.  

Teachers raved about their learning experience with Otis for educators! They 
were pleased with the number of offerings, variety of topics, and flexibility Otis 
offered. The use of Otis for Educators has continued throughout the school year. 

Barbara Haeffner 
Assistant Superintendent 
Meriden Public Schools 
22 Liberty Street - 2A 
Meriden, CT 06450 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Teq engaged LearnPlatform, a third-party edtech research company, to develop a logic model for
iBlocks. LearnPlatform designed the logic model to satisfy Level IV requirements (Demonstrates a
Rationale) according to the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).1

Logic Model

A logic model provides a program roadmap, detailing program inputs, participants reached,
program activities, outputs, and outcomes. LearnPlatform collaborated with Teq to develop and
revise the logic model.

Research Plan for iBlocks Evaluation

Informed by the logic model, LearnPlatform developed a research plan for a study to meet ESSA
Level III. The proposed research questions are as follows:

1. To what extent did students use iBlocks during the 2022–23 school year?
○ What is the average amount of time that students spend on iBlocks project-based

learning modules?
○ On average, how many iBlocks did students complete?
○ On average, how many capstone projects did students complete?

2. Does the average number of iBlocks completed relate to improved understanding of STEM
content standards?

Conclusions

This study provides results to satisfy ESSA evidence requirements for Level IV (Demonstrates a
Rationale).

1 Level IV indicates that an intervention should include a “well-specified logic model that is informed by research or an
evaluation that suggests how the intervention is likely to improve relevant outcomes; and an effort to study the effects
of the intervention, that will happen as part of the intervention or is underway elsewhere…” (p. 9, U.S. Department of
Education, 2016).
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Introduction
Teq engaged LearnPlatform, a third-party edtech research company, to develop a logic model for
iBlocks. LearnPlatform designed the logic model to satisfy Level IV requirements (Demonstrates a
Rationale) according to the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).2

Teq recognizes that students lack opportunities for authentic project-based learning (PBL)
experiences that promote transferable skills from the classroom to real-life. This is especially true
in STEM-related subject areas because it is challenging for teachers to develop and implement
such experiences without meaningful support or resources. iBlocks was designed to support
teachers through the development of a topic-specific PBL curriculum to support student
engagement and career readiness.

The study had the following objectives:
1. Define the Teq logic model and foundational research base.
2. Draft an ESSA Level III study design.

Previous Research. Research in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
subjects shows that K-12 students often perceive the content they are learning in class as
unrelated to their lived experiences or future aspirations and therefore lose engagement and
motivation (Boaler, 2002; Samuelson & Litzler, 2016). Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
approaches to STEM instruction have shown promise in addressing this issue when compared to
more traditional, siloed instructional approaches (Bybee, 2013; English, 2016; U.S. Department of
Education, 2014). An interdisciplinary approach, as defined by Vasquez et al. (2013), allows
students to deepen their understanding about two or more disciplines by linking the concepts and
skills that they learn in each discipline. A transdisciplinary approach focuses on learning the
knowledge and skills from two or more disciplines through their application to real problems or
projects (English, 2016). Both these integrated approaches to STEM instruction favor connected
concepts, which often implies that students are better able to recall knowledge and skills, and
also able to transfer these to unfamiliar situations (Honey, Pearson & Schweingruber, 2014).
Further, research demonstrates that exposing students to STEM careers and the knowledge
about mathematics or science requirements for such careers can enhance their interest in
pursuing STEM careers(Blotnicky et al., 2018). Therefore, it is incumbent upon school systems to
provide students with opportunities to engage, enjoy, and learn STEM skills and knowledge, so
that they can access STEM careers and ensuing economic benefits.

One curricular framework that lends itself to an integrated approach to STEM instruction is PBL.
PBL, when applied using authentic STEM problem solving scenarios, can make school-based
STEM content relevant and appealing; engage students in learning activities that mirror those of

2 Level IV indicates that an intervention should include a “well-specified logic model that is informed by research or an
evaluation that suggests how the intervention is likely to improve relevant outcomes; and an effort to study the effects
of the intervention, that will happen as part of the intervention or is underway elsewhere…” (p. 9, U.S. Department of
Education, 2016).
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actual STEM professionals; and also support the learning of the core (siloed) content (Apedoe &
Schunn, 2013; Krajcik & Blumenfeld, 2006). The PBL process also offers opportunities for
students to take ownership of their own learning (Chan et al., 2014). Experiential learning, as is
promoted in PBL, encourages students to engage in projects by doing and applying knowledge to
tackle authentic, real-world problems (Kong, 2020). Research notes that students who engage in
experiential learning are better able to make connections across theories and apply the
knowledge learned in the classroom to real-world situations (Kolb, 2014). iBlocks’ experiential
learning and PBL approaches are designed to enable teachers to create a collaborative learning
space for students to establish mastery of the subject area(s) while gaining experience that will
assist with the development of future-ready skills.

The iBlock activities draw on the Engineering Design Principles (EDP) framework, which focuses
on a set of steps associated with engineering concepts such as researching, constructing, testing,
and evaluating outcomes to solve complex problems (Lin et al., 2021). This process promotes
open-ended problem solving and encourages students to create innovative solutions as they work
through each project. Each sequence of lessons within an iBlock also draws on the Universal
Design for Learning (UDL) guidelines to ensure all students are engaged in intentional learning
that promotes the development of skills that can be useful in future careers. The UDL framework
when applied to STEM supplementary curricular materials ensures that all learners can access
the content and meaningfully participate in class, group activities, and other learning
opportunities through: engagement, representation, and action and expression (Hall et al., 2012).
Using a combination of the EDP and UDL frameworks provides a holistic approach to teaching
that is adaptable to different student learning preferences, ensuring equitable student
achievement (Chita-Tegmark et al., 2012). For every iBlock, students not only complete lessons
and ongoing self-assessments but also produce a capstone project (individually or in small group
settings) to apply STEM content they have learned over the course of the iBlock. Therefore,
offering students the opportunity to demonstrate mastery of learning through a variety of ways.
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Logic Model
A logic model is a program or product roadmap. It identifies how a program aims to impact
learners, translating inputs into measurable activities that lead to expected results. A logic model
has five core components: inputs, participants, activities, outputs, and outcomes (see Table 1).

Table 1. Logic model core components

Component Description More information

Inputs What the provider
invests

What resources are invested and/or required for the  learning
solution to function effectively in real schools?

Participants Who the provider
reaches

Who receives the learning solution or intervention? Who are
the key users?

Activities What participants
do

What do participants do with the resources identified in
Inputs? What are the core/essential components of the
learning solution? What is being delivered to help
students/teachers achieve the program outcomes identified?

Outputs Products of
activities

What are numeric indicators of activities? (e.g., key
performance indicators; allows for examining program
implementation)

Outcomes Short-term,
intermediate,
long-term

Short-term outcomes are changes in awareness, knowledge,
skills, attitudes, and aspirations.

Intermediate outcomes are changes in behaviors or actions.

Long-term outcomes are ultimate impacts or changes in
social, economic, civil or environmental conditions.

LearnPlatform reviewed Teq resources, artifacts, and program materials to develop a draft logic
model. Teq reviewed the draft and provided revisions during virtual meetings. The final logic
model depicted below (Figure 1) reflects these conversations and revisions.
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iBlocks Logic Model Components. Teq invests several resources into their program, including a
research-based , trans-disciplinary STEM supplementary curriculum; 33+ iBlocks with ten3 4

embedded modules in each; iBlocks topics that are aligned to industry sectors to promote career
exploration (e.g., robotics); PDF or printed Student Workbooks and Student Self-Assessment
Rubrics for each iBlock; PDF or printed Teacher resources for each iBlock (including skills matrix,
framework, teacher guide, and lesson plans); teacher professional development (PD); and access
to an iBlocks curriculum planning team. Ultimately, iBlocks aims to reach teachers, K-12 students,
and administrators (e.g., curriculum specialists or coaches.

Using these program resources, the following participants can engage with the iBlocks platform
in the following activities:

● Teachers and/or administrators work with iBlocks curriculum planning team to determine
the best sequences of iBlocks for the district/school.

● Teachers:
○ participate in PD for implementing selected iBlocks,
○ facilitate the implementation of iBlocks (incl. extension activities) in their

classrooms, and
○ use iBlocks framework to demonstrate that they are meeting various core content

standards.
● Students:

○ complete modules of each iBlock in the Student Workbook,
○ complete self-assessment rubrics for each iBlock,
○ work individually or in groups to complete capstone project(s), and
○ showcase capstone projects at school events (e.g., science competitions).

Teq can examine the extent to which core activities were delivered and participants were reached
by examining the following quantifiable outputs:

● number and sequence of iBlocks selected by school/district for implementation,
● number and grade-level of teachers participating in the PD sessions,
● total and average number of iBlocks facilitated by teachers and completed by students
● number of iBlocks frameworks used to support district scope and sequence

documentation,
● student self-assessment results, and
● total and average number of capstone projects completed by students.

If implementation is successful, based on a review of program outputs, Teq can expect the
following short-term outcomes. In the short term, administrators have access to a PBL program
that is sequenced and repeatable over multiple years and teachers have access to ready-to-use
PBL resources to facilitate authentic STEM learning that applies to real-world situations. Using
this supplementary curriculum, in the intermediate term, teachers are able to provide rich and

4 iBlocks are experiential project-based learning activities

3 Frameworks/Models include Engineering Design Process, Universal Design Framework, Common Core Standards,
NGSS Standards, and UN Sustainability Goals
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authentic learning experiences during core subject STEM instruction and enrichment.
Furthermore, teachers are able to develop their own understanding of how to support STEM
related standards. In the longer term, teachers have improved self-efficacy as STEM educators
and are able to deliver instruction on STEM topics within core subject areas.

Students have access to engaging PBL materials that help them apply STEM concepts and learn
about engineering design processes, STEM careers, and industries that are typically not reflected
in core curriculum in the shorter term. Which implies that in the intermediate term, students
develop improved collaboration, communication, and critical thinking skills and are better
prepared to make career path decisions, resulting in improved advanced literacy and 21st century
skills in the longer term. Students are also engaged and motivated to learn STEM content in the
shorter term, which translates to them developing social and emotional learning skills through the
process of self-assessment, and have improved self-efficacy as STEM learners in the
intermediate term. In the longer term, students’ behavior and improved SEL skills contribute to
improving school climate and improved achievement and performance on standardized
assessments.

Study Design for iBlocks Evaluation
To continue building evidence of effectiveness and to examine the proposed relationships in the
logic model, Teq has plans to conduct an evaluation to determine the extent to which its program
produces the desired outcomes. Specifically, Teq has plans to begin an ESSA III study to answer
the following research questions:

1. To what extent did students use Blocks during the 2022–23 school year?
○ What is the average amount of time that students spend on iBlocks project-based

learning modules?
○ On average, how many iBlocks did students complete?
○ On average, how many capstone projects did students complete?

2. Does the average number of iBlocks completed relate to improved understanding of STEM
content standards?

Conclusions
This study satisfies ESSA evidence requirements for Level IV (Demonstrates a Rationale).
Specifically, this study met the following criteria for Level IV:

 Detailed logic model informed by previous, high-quality research
 Study planning and design is currently underway for an ESSA Level III study
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Teq engaged LearnPlatform, a third-party edtech research company, to develop a logic model for 
OTIS for educators. LearnPlatform designed the logic model to satisfy Level IV requirements 
(Demonstrates a Rationale) according to the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).1  
 
Logic Model 
 
A logic model provides a program roadmap, detailing program inputs, participants reached, 
program activities, outputs, and outcomes. LearnPlatform collaborated with Teq to develop and 
revise the logic model. 
 
Study Design for OTIS for Educators Evaluation 
 
Informed by the logic model, the next phase will focus on planning for an ESSA Level III study to 
examine the extent to which OTIS for educators relates to various teacher outcomes: 
 

1. To what extent did teachers use OTIS for educators during the 2022–23 school year? 
○ How many courses were taken and what was the average number of courses 

taken by each teacher? 
○ On average, how many courses did teachers complete? 

2. Does greater usage of OTIS for educators (number of courses taken, completed, and time 
spent on each course) relate to teachers feeling: 

○ that they have more capacity for personalized, professional growth? 
○ that their classroom instruction has improved? 
○ more confident in classroom technology? 

 
Conclusions 
 
This study provides results to satisfy ESSA evidence requirements for Level IV (Demonstrates a 
Rationale).  

 
1 Level IV indicates that an intervention should include a “well-specified logic model that is informed by research or an 
evaluation that suggests how the intervention is likely to improve relevant outcomes; and an effort to study the effects 
of the intervention, that will happen as part of the intervention or is underway elsewhere ” (p. 9, U.S. Department of 
Education, 2016). 
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Introduction 
Teq engaged LearnPlatform, a third-party edtech research company, to develop a logic model for 
OTIS for educators. LearnPlatform designed the logic model to satisfy Level IV requirements 
(Demonstrates a Rationale) according to the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). 
 
The study had the following objectives: 

1. Define the OTIS for educators logic model and foundational research base. 
2. Draft an ESSA Level III study design. 

 
Previous Research. The design of this logic model was guided by previous research examining the 
importance of high quality online teacher professional development (PD). PD is vital to improving 
student outcomes and providing teachers with the resources and opportunities for pedagogical 
and professional growth (Avalos, 2011; Desimone, 2009). Studies show that there is a positive 
link between teacher continued PD and improvements in teaching practice and student outcomes 
(Darling-Hammond et al., 2017). Research shows that in-person and online PD can be 
comparable in terms of quality and effectiveness (Lay et al., 2020; Darling-Hammond et al., 2017; 
Albers et al., 2015; Fishman et al., 2013; Dede et al., 2009). Online PD, of the kind provided by 
OTIS,  has been linked with changes in teachers’ pedagogical and content knowledge, classroom 
practice, and student outcomes (Weschke & Barclay, 2011). The need for high quality, research-
backed online PD, and the growth of online PD in general, have only increased since the disruption 
to in-person learning caused by the COVID-19 pandemic (Lesiak et al., 2021). OTIS provides an 
online PD platform founded on research and principles of best practice including Adult Learning 
Theory, SAMR Framework, TPaCK, ADDIE Model, Danielson Model, Blooms Taxonomy, ISTE 
Alignment, CSTA, New York State CS, and Digital Fluency standards. 
 
Online PD can provide distinct advantages over in-person offerings such as improved 
accessibility. In-person PD is often expensive and difficult to fit into teachers’ limited schedules. 
Online PD provides an inexpensive way of providing PD to teachers at any time or location (Lesiak 
et al., 2021; Lay et al., 2020; Powell & Bodur, 2019; Darling-Hammond et al., 2017; Albers et al., 
2015). Online platforms like these can be especially beneficial for teachers in rural areas or 
contexts where high quality PD, of any kind, is not readily available (Stevens et al., 2016). Online 
PD can increase teacher access to instructional supports that can be utilized sooner in 
classrooms when student need is at its highest (Borko et al., 2010; Dede et al., 2009). 
 
Online PD is at its most effective when it provides resources that target specific content, grades, 
or curricular standards (Darling-Hammond et al., 2017). OTIS provides hundreds of courses 
covering different topics, learning goals, grades, and ages. Research shows that PD organized in 
this way is more effective as teachers can take ownership of their learning and focus on specific 
content tied to their unique instructional needs (Powell & Bodur, 2019; Darling-Hammond et al., 
2017). Online PD that provides examples of varied, practical, and real-world classroom instruction 
can also be more effective (Reeves & Pedulla, 2013; Vrasidas & Zembylas, 2004). OTIS provides 
on-demand and live content, including shorter videos focused on how to use specific skills or 
tools (e.g., Google Classroom, Clever) in the classroom. Local education agencies increasingly 
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turn to online PD, like OTIS, precisely to provide these more targeted and on-demand supports 
(Dash et al., 2012; Cavanaugh and Dawson, 2010). 
 
Teacher PD has also been shown to be most effective when it encourages opportunities for 
collaboration among peers and access to resources and professional learning communities at 
any time (Rice & Dawley, 2009). Online PD provides distinct advantages in allowing teachers 
across wide geographic areas to collaborate and communicate on instructional content (Stevens 
et al., 2016). OTIS provides PD content created by state certified educators and provides 
opportunities for feedback from curriculum specialists and teachers. Research suggests a 
positive link between successful professional development and opportunities for feedback and 
reflection (Rice & Dawley, 2009). Studies show that teachers themselves want online PD focused 
on collaboration, discussion, learning, and sharing (McConnell et al., 2012). 
 
More access to on-demand, high quality PD can also provide teachers with increased 
professional growth opportunities. On-demand access allows teachers to maintain pace with up-
to-date developments in their field (Laurillard, 2016). Teachers can opt to focus their own PD on 
their self-identified instructional needs or on recommendations from their school administrator. 
Online PD can be additionally beneficial when it includes opportunities for interactive learning 
(Parsons et al., 2019) and the chance to revisit and re-engage with PD materials at different times 
(on-demand access) (Parsons et al., 2019; Beach and Willows, 2017; Rice, 2017). OTIS provides 
over 900 on-demand and live videos accessible at any time and allows administrators to assign 
courses or course playlists to their teachers. 
 
Taken together, there is a need for high quality online PD and this form of PD can offer distinct 
advantages over in-person offerings by providing increased accessibility, affordability, and 
opportunities for teachers to explore PD content that is personalized, provides opportunities for 
collaboration and reflection, and caters to their unique instructional needs. Online PD platforms, 
like OTIS, can be crucial to improving students’ 21st century skills and to teachers’ efforts to 
instruct them on these skills (Saavedra and Opfer, 2012).  
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OTIS for educators Logic Model Components. Teq invests several resources into their program, 
including a research based online PD platform, more than 900 on-demand and live courses, 
micro-credentialing through a series of online courses2, short videos for specific content skills, 
more than 500 lesson plans and instructional resources, content designed and delivered by state 
certified educators, a blog, Learning Management System (LMS) integrations, and Single Sign-On 
(SSO) with Google, Classlink, and Clever. Ultimately, OTIS for educators aims to reach teachers, 
administrators, and families. 
 
Using these program resources, participants (teachers, administrators, and families) can engage 
with OTIS in the following activities: 
 
Teachers: 

● access live and archived PD courses across a variety of content; 
● complete PD courses; 
● complete assignments and surveys for micro-credentialing; 
● receive feedback from state-certified curriculum specialists/teachers on assignments; 
● take quizzes; 
● access and view videos from the Skills section (e.g., Tech-tivities3); 
● earn badges and certifications; 
● build their own customized PD plan; and 
● use lesson plans and instructional resources. 

 
Administrators: 

● create course playlists to drive teachers to specific content; 
● can view insightful usage analytics, export usage data, and track teacher progress; 
● can upload their own PD content; and  
● can create onsite or blended PD with OTIS resources and content. 

 
Families: 

● access resources on the family-centered content library. 
 

Teq can examine the extent to which core activities were delivered and participants were reached 
by examining the following quantifiable outputs: 
 

● Number of teacher licenses; 
● Number, nature, and type of courses in progress; 
● Number, nature, and type of courses taken and completed; 
● Time spent on each course (hours); 
● Number of micro-credentialing assignments completed and submitted; 

 
2 Micro-credentialing refers to specific courses that receive personalized feedback and are focused on 
scaffolded instruction and successful implementation of popular classroom tools. 
3 Tech-tivities are strategies, lessons, and activities that help educators connect technology skills to 
pedagogical practices. 
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● Number and results of pre- and post-test micro-credentialing surveys completed; 
● Amount and nature of micro-credentialing feedback; 
● Number and scores of quizzes taken and completed;  
● Number and nature of course certificates and badges awarded; 
● Number and nature of PD plans; 
● Number, nature, and type of courses and course playlists uploaded by administrators; and 
● Number and nature of family-centered library resources accessed. 

 
If implementation is successful, based on a review of program outputs, Teq can expect the 
following short-term outcomes. Teachers will gain new, and grow existing, instructional skills that 
will lead to them integrating learned instructional strategies in their classrooms. Teachers will 
also be able to fulfill state-mandated PD hours and have easy access to a range of curated PD 
content. Administrators will gain access to PD resources that can be used to evaluate the quality 
of technology implementation in their school or district and can support technology use that 
aligns with teachers’ instructional goals. Likewise, families will become familiar and comfortable 
with technologies needed to support their child's learning. 
 
In the intermediate, teachers will improve their self-efficacy, pedagogy, and enhance student 
engagement. They’ll also benefit from not having to spend so much time on inefficient and 
ineffective PD allowing them to spend more time on improving classroom instruction. 
Administrators will get better implementation and return on investments as well as actionable 
insights into their teachers’ progress that can lead to more effective edtech use. Families, in turn, 
will become less resistant to technology use in their child’s school or district. 
 
Long term, these intermediate teacher outcomes will lead to positive student outcomes including 
an increase in 21st century skills (e.g., critical thinking, problem solving), improved academic 
achievement, and access to vocation and success. Teacher retention will improve over time as 
they gain more capacity to focus on personalized, professional growth. Retention will also be 
improved as administrators become better equipped to review the efficiency and effectiveness of 
edtech use leading to improved instruction, planning, and budgeting. Finally, families will more 
effectively support their child’s learning when both administrators and families are aligned on 
accepting and adopting the same technologies across the district 
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Study Design for OTIS for Educators Evaluation 
To continue building evidence of effectiveness and to examine the proposed relationships in the 
logic model, Teq has plans to conduct an evaluation to determine the extent to which OTIS for 
educators produces the desired outcomes. Specifically, Teq has plans to begin an ESSA Level III 
study to answer the following research questions: 
 

1. To what extent did teachers use OTIS for educators during the 2022–23 school year? 
○ How many courses were taken and what was the average number of courses 

taken by each teacher? 
○ On average, how many courses did teachers complete? 

2. Does greater usage of OTIS for educators (number of courses taken, completed, and time 
spent on each course) relate to teachers feeling: 

○ that they have more capacity for personalized, professional growth? 
○ that their classroom instruction has improved? 
○ more confident in classroom technology? 

 
Conclusions 

This study satisfies ESSA evidence requirements for Level IV (Demonstrates a Rationale). 
Specifically, this study met the following criteria for Level IV: 

✅ Detailed logic model informed by previous, high-quality research 
✅ Study planning and design is currently underway for an ESSA Level III study 
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Sexual and Unlawful Harassment 
POLICY AGAINST SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
 
The Company prohibits sexual harassment and retaliation of or against its applicants, interns, 
contractors, volunteers or employees by another employee, supervisor, customer, client, vendor or other 
third party in all aspects of the employment relationship including: recruitment, hiring, placement, 
promotion, transfer, training, compensation, benefits, activities, access to programs and treatment. 
This policy is one component of the Company’s commitment to a discrimination-free work 
environment. 
 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT DEFINED 
 
Sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination that violates Company policy and is unlawful under 
federal, New York State and local law (as applicable). Sexual harassment includes unwelcome conduct 
which is either of a sexual nature or which is directed at an individual because of that individuals’ sex or 
gender (including pregnancy, childbirth and related medical conditions), gender identity or gender 
expression (including transgender status), and/or sexual orientation when: 
 

• Submission to that conduct or those advances or requests is made either explicitly or implicitly 
a term or condition of an individual’s employment; or 

• Submission to or rejection of the conduct or advances or requests by an individual is used as 
the basis for employment decisions affecting the individual; or 

• The conduct or advances or requests have the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering 
with an individual’s work  
 
 
 
performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment, even if the 
individual is not the intended target. 

 
Sexual harassment can be verbal (e.g., jokes, insults, gestures or teasing), visual (e.g., offensive posters, 
symbols, cartoons, drawings, computer displays, text messages, social media posts or e-mails) or 
physical conduct (e.g., unwanted touching, physically threatening another) that denigrates or shows 
hostility or aversion towards an individual based on sex or gender, gender identity, gender expression 
and/or sexual orientation. 
 
Examples of conduct that violate this policy during work hours and off-duty hours. 
 

• Unwelcome sexual advances, flirtations, advances, leering, whistling, touching, pinching, 
assault, blocking normal movement requests for sexual favors or demands for sexual favors 
in exchange for favorable treatment 

• Obscene or vulgar gestures, posters, or comments 
• Sexual jokes, noises, or comments about a person’s body, sexual prowess, sexuality, sexual 

experience, or sexual deficiencies propositions, or suggestive or insulting comments of a 
sexual nature 

• Derogatory cartoons, posters, and drawings 
• Sexually explicit e-mails, text messages, posts or voicemails conversation about one’s own or 

someone else’s sex life 
• Conduct or comments consistently targeted at only one gender, even if the content is not 

sexual teasing or other conduct directed toward a person because of the person’s gender 
• Sex stereotyping 

 
 



RETALIATION DEFINED 
 
Retaliation is adverse conduct taken because an individual reported an actual or perceived violation of 
this policy, opposed practices prohibited by this policy, participated in the reporting and investigation 
process set forth in this policy or testified or assisted in an investigation or proceeding involving an 
actual or perceived violation of this policy. Retaliation violates Company policy and is unlawful under 
federal, New York State and local law (as applicable). Adverse conduct includes, but is not limited to 
any action that would keep an employee from reporting sexual harassment or retaliation; shunning and 
avoiding an individual who reports sexual harassment or retaliation; express or implied threats or 
intimidation intended to prevent an individual from reporting sexual harassment or retaliation; and 
denying employment benefits because an applicant or employee reported or encouraged another 
employee to report sexual harassment or retaliation or participated in the reporting and investigation 
process. 
 
Reporting Procedure 
 
The Company cannot prevent sexual harassment unless it knows about it. If an employee believes 
someone has violated this policy, the employee should promptly bring the matter to the immediate 
attention of his/her supervisor, human resources or any member of management with whom the 
employee feels comfortable. Reports of sexual harassment may be made verbally or in writing. Written 
complaints can be submitted internally using a complaint form. A complaint form can be found in the 
Teq employee handbook. If the employee makes a complaint under this policy and has not received a 
satisfactory response within five (5) business days, the employee should contact CEO Damian Scarfo 
immediately. 
 
Every supervisor who learns of any employee’s concern about conduct in violation of this policy, whether 
in a formal complaint or informally, must immediately report the issue to human resources. 
 
 
Investigation Procedure 
 
Upon receiving a complaint, the Company will in a timely manner conduct a fair and thorough 
investigation into any claim of a violation of this policy to ensure due process for all parties. The 
Company will endeavor to keep the reporting of employees’ concerns confidential. However, complete 
confidentiality may not be possible in all circumstances. Employees are required to cooperate in 
investigations conducted pursuant to this policy. During the investigation, the Company will interview 
the complainant and the accused. The Company also will conduct further interviews as necessary, and 
review documents or other information the investigator believes is relevant. Upon completion of the 
investigation, the Company will determine whether this policy has been violated based upon its 
reasonable, good-faith evaluation of the information gathered during the investigation. The Company 
will inform the complainant and the accused of the results of the investigation. Any employee found to 
have engaged in conduct in violation of this policy will be considered to have engaged in employee 
misconduct. Individuals who violate this policy (which includes supervisory or management personnel 
who fail to report or knowingly allow sexually harassing behavior to continue) will be subject to 
disciplinary action, up to and including termination from employment. Individuals who engage in 
conduct that rises to the level of a violation of law can be held personally liable for such conduct. 
 
 
Legal Protections and External Remedies. 
 
Aside from the internal complaint process, employees may choose to pursue external legal remedies 
with the following governmental entities: 
 



 
New York State Division of Human Rights (DHR) 
 
The DHR enforces the New York State Human Rights Law (HRL), codified as N.Y. Executive Law, art. 15, 
§ 290 et seq., which protects employees, paid or unpaid interns and non-employees regardless of 
immigration status from unlawful discrimination, harassment or retaliation. The DHR has the power to 
award relief, which varies but may include requiring an employer to take action to stop the harassment, 
or redress the damage caused, including paying monetary damages, attorney’s fees and civil fines. 
DHR’s main office contact information is: NYS Division of Human Rights 
One Fordham Plaza, Fourth Floor Bronx, New York 10458 
(718) 741-8400 
 
www.dhr.ny.gov (http://www.dhr.ny.gov) 
 
Individuals also may contact the DHR at (888) 392-3644 or visit dhr.ny.gov/complaint for more 
information. 
 
United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) 
 
The EEOC enforces federal anti-discrimination laws, including Title VII of the 1964 federal Civil Rights 
Act (codified as 42 U.S.C. § 2000e et seq.). If an employee believes he/she has been subjected to 
harassment, he/she can file a “Charge of Discrimination.” The EEOC has district, area, and field offices 
where complaints can be filed. The EEOC does not hold hearings or award relief, but may take other 
action including pursuing cases in federal court on behalf of complaining parties. Federal courts may 
award  
remedies if discrimination is found to have occurred. 
The EEOC can be contacted by calling 1-800-669-4000 (1-800-669-6820 (TTY)), visiting its website at 
www.eeoc.gov or via email at info@eeoc.gov (mailto:info@eeoc.gov) 
Local Protections 
 
Many localities enforce laws protecting individuals from sexual harassment and discrimination. An 
individual should contact the county, city or town in which they live to find out if such a law exists. For 
example, employees who work in Suffolk County can file complaints of sexual harassment with the 
Suffolk County Human Rights Commission H. Lee Dennison Building, 100 Veterans Memorial Hwy, 
third Floor, Hauppauge, NY 11788; 631-853-5480; 
www.suffolkcountyny.gov/Departments/HumanRightsCommission.aspx 
(http://www.suffolkcountyny.gov/Departments/HumanRightsCommission.aspx)). 
Contact the Local Police Department 
 
If the harassment involves unwanted physical touching, coerced physical confinement or coerced sex 
acts, the conduct may constitute a crime. Contact the local police department or, in an emergency, dial 
911. 
 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT COMPLAINT FORM 
 
If you believe the Company’s policy against sexual harassment has been violated, you are encouraged 
to complete this form and submit it to Human Resources. You can bring it to the HR office or email it to 
HR@teq.com (mailto:HR@teq.com). Once you submit this complaint form, the Company will follow the 
investigation process described in its policy. 
If you are more comfortable reporting complaints verbally or in a manner other than this form, please 
contact your supervisor or human resources so we may begin investigating your complaint. 
 
 



GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
Your Name / Job Title: 
 
Your Department / Supervisor: 
 
Preferred Communication Method (if via e-mail or phone, please provide contact info): 
 
 
 
COMPLAINT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please tell us who you believe has violated our policy against sexual harassment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please describe the conduct or incident(s) that is the basis of this complaint and your reasons for 
concluding that the conduct violated our sexual harassment policy. Please use additional sheets of 
paper if necessary and attach any relevant documents or evidence to this form. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please provide specific date(s) the alleged misconduct occurred. Additionally, please advise if the 
alleged misconduct is continuing. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Please list the name and contact information of any witnesses or individuals that may have information 
related to your complaint. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have you previously complained or provided information (verbal or written) about a violation of the 
Company’s sexual harassment policy to the Company? If yes, when and to whom did you complain or 
provide information? 
 
 
 
 
I have reviewed the Company’s policy against sexual harassment and request that the Company 
investigate this complaint in a timely and confidential manner, and advise me of the results of the 
investigation. 
 
 
Signature:  Date:   
 
 
 
 
 
Solicitation 
 
We believe that employees should not be harassed, disturbed, or disrupted in the performance of their 
duties. For this reason, solicitation of any kind by an employee of another employee is prohibited while 
either person is on working time. Similarly, the distribution of advertising material, handbills, printed or 
written literature of any kind in working areas of our Company is always prohibited. To avoid 
harassment by strangers, solicitation of any kind by non-employees is prohibited at all times. The 
distribution of literature by non-employees on Company premises also is always prohibited. In addition, 
the posting of written solicitations on company bulletin boards is restricted. These bulletin boards 
display important information, and employees should consult them frequently for updated company 
information. 
 
 
Problem Resolution Procedures 
 
Differences of opinion occasionally arise between individuals regarding what constitutes fair and 
equitable treatment. A problem resolution procedure has been established whereby general complaints, 
complaints of harassment or discrimination, or differences of opinion, or dissatisfaction can be 
resolved amicably, satisfactorily, and quickly. This policy supplements our policies prohibiting 
discrimination and harassment in the workplace during work hours and off duty hours. 



 
A dispute can be any complaint or dissatisfaction arising from an application, interpretation, or claimed 
violation of any provisions of the Company’s policies, rules or procedures as well as any dissatisfaction 
occurring in the work situation which an employee thinks is unfair or inequitable. Simply stated, if 
something is bothering you or if you have observed or learned of a situation that you consider to be 
improper in any way, please use this policy. 
 
The purpose of the problem resolution procedure is to enable an employee to seek a solution to a 
problem or complaint. A member of the HR department will be available to help you understand and 
follow each step of the procedure. Since we are committed to listening to our staff, we encourage you 
to use this procedure. 
 
 
The following is the problem resolution procedure: 
 
YOUR SUPERVISOR 
 
If you believe that you are being treated unfairly, you are invited to discuss your problem with your 
immediate supervisor as soon as possible. The supervisor, after listening to and investigating the 
problem, will provide you an answer in a timely fashion. Should your problem be of a personal nature 
which you feel may be embarrassing to discuss with your supervisor, or if for any reason you do not 
wish to take your problem to your immediate supervisor, you may go immediately to your department 
head or to the HR department. 
 
YOUR CHIEF OR VP OF YOUR DEPARTMENT 
 
If the problem or dispute has not been satisfactorily resolved by your supervisor, you may promptly bring 
it to the attention of your chief. Your chief will discuss the problem with you, as well as the supervisor, 
where, in the judgment of the chief, the supervisor’s input is required. Your chief will provide you with a 
timely response. Once again, do not let things lag or take too long. If you have not received a prompt or 
satisfactory reply at this level, please contact the HR department for assistance. 
THE CEO 
 
If you are not satisfied with the answer provided by your chief, your problem will be forwarded to the 
CEO. The CEO or a  
representative will discuss the problem with you and investigate. The CEO will ensure that you receive a 
timely answer. 
At any time, especially if you have not received a response that you consider to be satisfactory, you may 
contact the HR department or the CEO for assistance. You also may use our policies prohibiting sexual 
and other forms of harassment or discrimination. Since we encourage all employees to use our 
Problem Resolution Procedure, you will not be subject to retaliation because you have done so. 
 
When using the problem resolution procedure, you may be asked to provide a written statement of the 
problem to assist in our investigation and to help us define precisely the nature of the dispute and the 
assistance or resolution that you are seeking. We ask that you cooperate in providing such a statement 
or by providing whatever assistance the Company requires to address the problem or question that you 
have presented. We also ask that you be candid, truthful, and open- minded when participating in this 
process so that a fair and effective resolution can be obtained. 
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What is your 
vision for 
the future?



4

What is the 
outcome 
you are 
aiming for?



6

What are 
your goals for 
your district, 
school, or 
classroom?



8

Our goal as an 
edtech company 
is to create a 
long-term 
relationship, 
and the only 
way to do 
that is to 
get to know 
each other.

Together, we’ll start with your 
vision, outcomes, and goals 
for the future, and then forge 
a plan and a partnership to 
get us there.
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Here’s what sets Teq apart in the 
K-12 marketplace.
Something we’ve always been proud of at Teq is the strength of our 
relationships with our customers. We view every engagement as an 
opportunity to begin a long-term partnership.

With an entire team of warehouse personnel, drivers, installers, 
and a fleet of trucks, we guarantee we will exceed your 
expectations. Precautionary measures are taken with every 
member of our staff. All are badged, OSHA trained, and have 
gone through extensive background checks.

Our highly trained and certified technicians support the 
products we sell to ensure you get the best use of the 
products for your classrooms. From network issues to 3D 
printer configurations and overall teacher support, we are 
standing by to help. 

They left the rooms cleaner 
than they were when they 
arrived.

Every time you interact with Teq, our aim is to not only 
assist and guide, but to exceed your expectations. 
Our Client Services team is a frequent touchpoint for 
customers, and they are available to assist you with any 
logistical questions around your order. 

Our team of Instructional Specialists are at your fingertips 
with Ask OTIS. Ask OTIS is a part of your subscription to 
OTIS for educators, and it means on-demand access to our 
entire team of teachers. Choose a live chat, phone call, or 
email to talk to us. 

Michelle Petry | Director of Client Services Matthew Thaxter | Director of eLearning

Frank Falconeri | Director of Logistrics Raymond Simpson | Chief Technology Officer
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